
PCCF's Message 
          

       I feel delighted to present this 

special issue of the Departmental 

Newsletter, Aranayak on the occasion 

of celebrating World Forestry Day – 

2019. Being the head of  Dept. of En-
vironment & Forests in this Islands, I 

am privileged to contribute to the is-

landers by safe guarding the vast bio-

diversity of these Islands.  

  World Forestry Day is celebrated all over the 

world on 21st March every year. The day was established 
first in the year 1971 by United Nations Food and Agri-

culture Organization (FAO). Later, it was decided to be 

celebrated as International Day of Forests. The day 

marks resolution of the United Nations General Assem-

bly on November 28, 2012 to celebrate 21st of March 
every year as International Day of Forests.  The day re-

minds us of the need for raising awareness of sustaina-

ble management, development and conservation of for-

ests for the benefit of current and future generations.                                    

Andaman & Nicobar Islands is a treasure of biodi-

versity with myriad genetic variations. The Islands rep-
resent two of the internationally recognized biodiversity 

hotspots which itself speak loud about the importance 

of the biodiversity of the Islands. The Department of En-

vironment & Forests plays a key role in the scientific 

management of these forests by safe guarding the 
unique biodiversity of the Islands for the present and 

future generations adopting the principle of sustainable 

forest management. When we celebrate the World For-

estry Day this year, we will re dedicate ourselves for the 

better management of the forests of the Islands.  

      The topic for the celebration of World Forestry Day 
this year is 'forest and education'. It is vital to educate 

the local people, student community and other stake-

holders on the varied services provided by the forests for 

our sustenance. I hope this special issue of the depart-

mental newsletter, Aranayak will reach larger masses of 

the society and will spread the message of forest conser-
vation among them. 

Tarun Coomar, IFS 

Principal Chief Conservator of Forests & 
Principal Secretary, Environment & Forests 

World Forestry Day- An overview 
 

Joju P. Alappatt 
 

Forest Training Institute,  
Wimberlygunj 

           

         World Forestry Day or International Day of Forests 

is celebrated worldwide every year on 21st of March at 
the international level in order to increase the public 

awareness among communities about the values, signifi-

cance and contributions of the forests to balance the life 

cycle on the earth. 
 

History of World Forestry Day 

World Forestry Day was established in the year 

1971 at the 23rd General Assembly of European Confed-

eration of Agriculture. It was decided to be celebrated as 

an annual event celebration on 21st of March by the 
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO). The day was established in the Conference of 

States members of FAO by voting to establish it. This 

event was originated in well planned manner to give 

support in contributing towards the public awareness 

about the importance of the forests. 
Later, on 28th of November 2012, the United Na-

tions General Assembly decided to celebrate  Interna-

tional Day of Forests on 21st of March every year by 

uniting the two international commemorations; the 

World Forestry Day and Forest Day. The aim of the day 
is to celebrate all types of forest and raise awareness of 

sustainable management, conservation and sustainable 

development for the benefit of current and future gener-

ations. International Day of Forests was observed for the 

first time on March 21, 2013. 
 

Why World Forestry Day is Celebrated 

          Forests are very essential part of the life on earth. 

They always fulfill the demands of the human beings by 

providing food, medicine, shade, shelter and refresh-

ment including clean air and water. In the modern world 

of growing global population, the demands of forest 

products increases day by day …..……...  Contd. in  page - 8 

  



Management of Elephants in A&N Islands 
Dr. Sam Varghese, Sr. Veterinary Officer 

       The Andaman & 

Nicobar islands with  
rich tropical ever-

green forests, semi 

evergreen  forests, 

moist deciduous for-

ests and mangrove 

forests has a rich 
wildlife with mam-

mals, birds and reptiles. In addition to this, few mam-

mals like spotted deer, barking deer and hog deer,   

were introduced by the Britishers. The biggest mammal 

on earth, the elephants were introduced in these is-

lands and the limited evidence available indicates, that 
a plan for departmental use of elephants was formulat-

ed between 1895 and 1901 for extraction of timber from 

forest. The department of Environment & Forests has 

presently a stock of 62 elephants with a few feral ele-

phants, spreading across the islands from South Anda-
man to North Andaman, including the Little Andaman, 

Havelock  and Interview islands. 
 

Care of Elephants and Camp Management 
 

The terrain and the topography of the islands make 

elephants an indispensable working force for the extrac-

tion of timber. The most vital process is the dragging by 
elephants. Each elephant has a dragging capacity vary-

ing from 3.5 to 12.5 cubic meter of timber. An elephant 

aged 15 years and above is fit for dragging work and 

those from 7 to 15 years for light dragging. After the age 

of 50 years, elephants exhibit sluggishness and the ani-
mal is in the stage of decline. At the age of 60 years, the 

elephants are given retirement and rest along with con-

centrate feed for its maintenance. Each elephant is reg-

istered by the Chief Wildlife Warden and a micro chip is 

implanted in each elephants for its identification. 
 

Duties and staff in Charge of elephants  
 

The man who rides the elephant is called a ma-
hout. The work of the mahout starts at dawn. He goes 

out to collect the elephant from grazing in forest and 

takes it to stream for watering and bathing. Then the 

elephants are brought to the camp for fitting of harness 

and applying grease to all fitters and chains, gears. Any 
unusual symptoms are reported to the Veterinary staffs 

which includes Veterinary Compounders in each divi-

sion and a senior Veter-

inary Officer who in-

spects and treats each 

elephant of various divi-
sions. On return after 

work, the elephants’ 

gear is taken off and 

placed on to the har-

ness rack. Anti fly 

dressing are applied 
around nails, and base of tusk and wounds. After this,  

cooked ration is given to the elephants, and the ele-

phants are released into the forest with bandahan 

chains to graze freely in the forest where plenty of fod-

der is available. 
            In Andamans, all the elephants are named, mi-

cro chipped, and the Camp Officer maintains the files of 

these elephants. The personal file of each elephant is 

maintained at the camp which gives details of elephants 

history,   from  its  birth  to  procurement,  ration fed,  

veterinary officers inspection and inspection notes . 

The following forms are filled in an elephants 

personal file.  
Form A- Origin sheet with details of procurement/birth 

Form B- Records of posting and staff changes  

Form C- Standing orders of Senior Veterinary officer. 

Form D- Diet prescription by Senior Veterinary officer  

Form E- Medical sheet maintained by Veterinary staff. 

Form F- Inspection note by Forest officers  
Form G-Monthly record of work and feeding  
 

Care of Pregnant elephants and training of calves 
 
 

         The forests of Andaman Islands are highly suitable 

for breeding and reproduction of elephants: fifty percent 

of the present stock are island born. The symptoms of 

pregnancy are as follows. The cow elephants show no 

signs of pregnancy up to 12 months. Experienced ma-
houts easily recognize the pregnancy signs first. When 

the movement of foetus –“Quickening” is seen, it is tak-

en that the foetus is roughly 13 months. From that day 

onwards the amount of work is reduced to half and 

gradual reduction of work is made. The gestation period 

is 18 -22 months. During the latter stages of pregnancy, 
the mammary gland swells and a thick fluid exudes 

from the mammary glands, on pressing the teats of the 

gland. Usually, the calves are born at night. The mother 

elephants are kept on stall feeding for about 6 months 

after delivery. The calves are weaned when 3 years old 
and send for training at their respective training camps. 
 

Musth in Andaman  elephants  
 

      The Andaman elephants are prone to a peculiar phe-

nomenon known as Musth shown by Asiatic Bull ele-

phants. The symptoms include disobedience to ma-

houts, mild destructive tendencies, swelling of temporal 
glands, flow of oily discharge from temporal glands, 

dripping of urine etc. The male elephants are especially 

sexually aggressive and are at-

tracted to female elephants for 

mating during this period. The 
musth season starts in the 

month of October, when there is 

slight chill in the weather and 

lasts up to month of April. The 

period of musth varies from ele-

phants to elephants and may 
last from 15 days to 5 months. 

During this period, the ele-

phants are secluded from the 

vicinity of human habitation 

and secured with strong chains 
and tied near stream. If the 

musth elephant breaks loose, 

by breaking the chains, then 

the elephant is tranquilized by 

using modern dart guns and 

sedatives. The department has got trained snipers and 
modern tranquilizing guns to deal with such situations. 
 

Conclusion 
 

          The extraction of timber based on the working 

plan  done in Andaman islands is carried out by the ele-
phants, which are highly organized and trained for this 

purpose. Of all the forestry works, extraction is highly 

demanding and organized work. The way the elephants, 

mahouts, Camp Officers and Veterinary compounders 

carry out the work, in difficult forest conditions, are a 
sight to behold and treat for every animal lover. 



Success story of Species Recovery Programme of 

Edible Nest Swiftlet (Collocalia ficiphaga)  

at Ramnagar, Diglipur, North Andaman 
 

Shri Sukumar Das 

Forest Ranger,  
                       Forest Training Institute, Wimberlygunj 

 

Whenever we visit the harbours in Andaman & 

Nicobar Islands or any uninhabited and abandoned old 
buildings, it is very common to witness a typical bird, 

mostly brownish black in colour, in a group, wheeling 

over in the sky.  The birds are known as swiftlets.  This 

is one of the endemic birds of Andaman & Nicobar Is-

lands. Two species of this bird is found in Andaman 
namely, Glossy Swiftlet and Edible nest swiftlet. They 

navigate with echolocation behaviour. They are mostly 

cave dwellers or lives 

in cracks and crevic-

es, dark and aban-

doned buildings, un-
disturbed part of any 

inhabited buildings 

also. They never land 

on ground or vegeta-

tion. They breeds in 
colonies in caves, in 

a cleft in a cliff or 

sometimes on a 

building.  They prepare cup shaped nest for breeding. 

The glossy swiftlet build the nest with dry grass or 

leaves of dry trash weaved with the help of their saliva, 
whereas the edible nest swiftlet build their nest with 

saliva only with little or no foreign matter. It is white in 

colour, spongy at the bottom gives cushion effect and 

protect eggs from being damaged during incubation. 

Both the male & female incubate the eggs one by one. 
When sunlight falls on the white nests gives a golden 

hue colour and hence it is popularly known as white 

gold in the international market.  

           Out of these two species, the nest of edible nest 

swiftlet (Collocalia fuciphaga ) is economically important 

for demand in international market. The nest used in 
bird's nest soup is made by soaking and steaming the 

nests in water and is said to be an aphrodisiac and to 

have various medicinal qualities and priced more than 

lakh for a kilogram. In earlier days, poachers at Chalis 

Ekk caves used to col-

lect the nest as soon 
as it becomes two fin-

ger, three finger stage 

or full grown half 

cups irrespective 

whether eggs were 
laid on the nest or 

not. As a result, their 

breeding got disturbed 

and failed to complete 

the reproduction and 

gradually population 
went on declining day 

by day and it was estimated the availability of 441 

breeding pair by the Department of Environment & For-

est, Andaman & Nicobar Islands with Salim Ali Centre 

for Ornithology and Natural History (SACON) at Chalis 
Ekk caves or Alfred’s cave at Ramnagar. The nests have 

been harvested extensively leading to them being con-

sidered critically threatened under the IUCN criteria.     

The alarming situation of the species, could en-

list the species in Schedule – I of Wildlife protection Act-

1972 in the year 
2003. Thereafter, 

the Department of 

Environment & For-

est, Andaman & 

Nicobar Islands 

with Salim Ali Cen-
tre for Ornithology 

and Natural Histo-

ry, (SACON) in 

2001 has started 

Ex- situ conserva-
tion under the Species Recovery programme, and con-

tinued for ten years.  The intensive protection measure 

with round the clock vigil over caves were started with 

engagement of able workers having knowledge about 

these caves amongst the local people of Ramnagar vil-

lage, during the breeding season from December to 
June every year. In the year April 2016 the breeding 

pair was estimated around 2710. (1397 numbers of 

nests being recorded from Chalis Ekk caves during April 

2016)   

In spite of very difficult approach to the caves, 
the protection workers were engaged in protection 

measures, monitoring of caves parameter, behaviour of 

birds, status of nest, eggs & chick, population counting 

techniques, recording data, collection of nest etc.  The 

workers and staff were camped in temporary shed for 

entire breeding ses-
sion from December to 

June. 

The success of 

the species recovery of 

edible nest swiftlet 
(Collocalia fuciphaga) 

from 441 breeding pair 

to 2710 breading pair 

over a period of 14 

years is only due to 

dedication, sincerity 
and passion shown by the protection workers and staff 

working over there for year after year. During 2009, the 

National Board of Wildlife de-listed the endangered 

Swiftlet nests from schedule of Wildlife Protection Act 

1972, to be legally sold. Their idea was that if the har-

vesting was 
made legal, 

people would 

be more care-

ful not to de-

stroy the spe-
cies to fulfil 

their short 

term greed and 

instead invest 

in the survival 

of the species 
for long term 

gains. Staying 

inside forest continuously for more than six months and 

leaving the family in their houses is not to earn wages 

only but the passion and affection towards the chicks 
and to help them to fledge out, whose wings has not yet 

developed.  



 

City Light- Not A Wildlife’s Delight 
 

Smti Monideepa Chowdhury, 
                               Forest Ranger, PCCF Office, Haddo. 

 

Animals make our lives so rich, but it’s not always 

easy living alongside them. It seems that no matter our 

best intentions, inevitably, our actions cause them 
harm and it is up to those of us who care about the fu-

ture of the planet to try and make amends. 

Sometimes our activities can impact their natural be-

haviours and often it can be damaging and it is im-

portant, we recognize that even if we have good inten-
tions, we may need to make some changes. One prime 

example of how our actions impact wildlife comes in the 

form of light pollution. The world is getting increasingly 

more illuminated at night, and yet there’s so little 

known about the effects in wildlife. Most of us lead pret-

ty hectic lifestyles and as a result, it’s not uncommon in 
some of the larger towns and cities to have streetlights 

on all hours of the day and night. The obvious downside 

to this is that using all this electricity is pretty expen-

sive and unnecessary, but there is one problem that not 

many people consider. 
Artificial lighting affects not only our ability to see 

the stars, but it affects a great many  aspects of the 

ecology of wildlife. Light can impact wildlife directly by 

streetlights or lit buildings, or more indirectly with sky 

glow, the light from combined city lights. It can affect 

many different facets in the lives of wildlife including 
feeding, migrating, mating and even sleeping and in the 

worst instances it results in death. The bright lights al-

ter the internal biological clocks of birds and other day-

time animals, as night effectively becomes day again. 

This wreaks havoc with animals – the nocturnal ani-
mals stay asleep all through the night, unable to fly or 

feed in the harsh lights. 

Research indicates that a variety of wildlife behav-

iours have been significantly altered by night time light 

pollution. For example, newly hatched sea turtles crawl 

inland rather than towards the sea; insects waste their 
short reproductive lives swarming around street lights 

and so on. 

We can help our struggling wildlife by urging our 

local councils to consider the effects of light pollution 

next time they wish to leave the lights on. For those in-
stances, where we are unable to do much about lights 

left on, we can help protect wildlife by urging for shaded 

street lamps to be used – this stops the light flooding 

the street and thus allows the pavement to be well-lit 

but not overly bright. We can educate ourselves and 

each other about the negative impact lights have on the 
animals, and pledge to switch them off when we are not 

using them. 

This is just one example of how or daily activities 

can impact wild animals, but it has a profound impact 

on the animals we share the planet with. By under-
standing how our daily actions take a toll on wildlife 

populations, we can begin to foster more. 

Corals 
Saleena Azeez 

Forester, Bakultala Range 
 

 Corals are one 

of the most important 
and diverse ecosys-

tems on this planet. It 

is frequently asked 

question for common 

people, students, tour-

ists as, Are they plant 
or animal or rock. 

Most often they are 

mistaken as plant be-

cause of their roots 

penetrated in sea bed and sometimes as rock because of 
their hard, massive and rock like surface. But surpris-

ingly they are actually animals. They are made from 

thousands of tiny animals called “Polyps”. Polyps are  an 

invertebrate with a sac like body and a mouth encircled 

with stinging tentacles. These polyps use the calcium 

carbonate from sea water to make hard cup shaped 
skeleton structure to protect themselves. 

Importance of corals:  Corals are very important especially 

for marine life. They provide food, shelter and breeding 
place for many aquatic lives. They also assist in carbon 

and nitrogen fixing and in nutrients recycling. They hide 

in their souls the deep secretes of Blue Ocean of millions 

of years, the climatic record, coral growth pattern and 

human impact. 

Extinction and protection: Unfortu-
nately we have already lost 40% 

-50% of coral reefs which means 

loss of thousands and thou-

sands of dollars. There are 

many reasons for this like:- hu-
man impact, climate change, 

coral disease, predators, nutri-

ent pollution and many more. 

 There should be stronger 

steps and law for coral protec-

tion. Advanced scientific meas-
ure and smarter policies should 

be included for coral protection. 

Fishing in reefs should be limited and the most im-

portant, the human interference and illegal removal of 

corals should be strictly banned.  

Did you know…? 
 

 The total mangrove cover of our country is 4921 sq km.  

which is nearly 3.3 % of the world mangrove vegeta-

tion.  

 Andaman & Nicobar Islands has a total area of 617 sq 

km. as mangroves.  

International Day of Forests over the years                    
The International Day of Forests was established 

on 28th  November 2012 by United Nations General As-

sembly. The inaugural International Day of Forests was 

celebrated on 21st March 2013. For every subsequent 

year celebrations, a special theme was selected. Follow-

ing are the themes of International Day of Forests cele-

brated so far. 
 

2014-  "My Forest, Our Future"  

2015-  ‘’Forests and Climate Change’’  

2016-  ‘’Forests and Water’’  

2017-  ‘’Forests and Energy’’  

2018 - ‘’Forests and Sustainable Cities’’ 
 

       The theme for this year is  
 

 2019- ‘’Forests and Education’’  



 Ecotourism to Economy on Tourism in Andaman 
Shri R.S.Sharath, 

Forest Ranger, Wildlife Division, Haddo 
 

   The term ecotourism was coined in the year 

1983 by a Mexican architect turned environmentalist 
Héctor Ceballos Lascuráin. 

He used the word to de-

scribe travelling to undis-

turbed areas in order to 

enjoy their natural beauty 

and culture. Ecotourism, a 
movement that began to 

take shape back in the 

1980s, is the oldest and 

most commonly used word for it. The word essentially 

means “Tourism to areas of ecological interest, especial-
ly to support conservation efforts and observe wildlife 

and providing access to an endangered environment 

controlled so as to have the least possible adverse ef-

fect.” 

More recent indus-

try buzzwords include 
sustainable tourism, 

green tourism, nature 

tourism, responsible 

tourism, ethical tourism, 

mindful travel, con-
scious travel, pro-poor 

tourism, and many oth-

ers. Ecotourism is es-

sentially all about bring-

ing nature/wildlife conservationists, local communities, 

and the responsible travel industry together to ensure 
development focused on 

long-term sustainability ra-

ther than short-term profits. 

Bestowed with nature’s 

bounties, Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands attracts 

travellers from around the 

world. Tsunami brought 

about a renewed perception 

by pin-pointing the map of 

these Islands on the globe. Major population in the is-
lands is dependent on government sector for employ-

ment opportunities. It is the tourism sector that has 

taken the front seat with a wind, in which all from col-

lege students to retired government servants are wash-

ing their hands on. 
Walking along the street 

of Port Blair these days 

one could hear guests, 

tickets, flight timings, 

pickup, drop, sea walk 

etc. as the key word in 
every conversation.  

One mistake many 

people make is assum-

ing that ecotourism is all 

about conserving nature and wildlife by any means nec-
essary. But if a destination or business’ tourism devel-

opment strategy does not actively provide concrete fi-

nancial benefits for the indigenous people, it’s not truly 

ecotourism. Travellers used to come to the islands to 

view pristine landmass with varied forest types as well 

as marine life.  

With increase in volume of travellers, administra-

tion has started taking interest in opening up more are-

as in the name of eco-
tourism. Many of the 

areas opened up in the 

name of ecotourism has 

started feeling the pres-

sure of the tourists re-

sulting in increased ac-
cumulation of garbage 

including plastics. Sus-

tainable ecotourism is 

only a word in the 

books to read, and sel-
dom followed in its true 

spirit.  
 

            All the spirit of ecotourism has now shifted 

to high volume tourism with high value customers caus-

ing dependency of the local population over the travel-
lers visiting the islands. Increase in number of vehicle, 

accommodation, hotels and other such facilities are ex-

erting pressure on the environment. With increase in 

demand there is need for additional land mass and thus 

exerting pressure on the forest areas. People feel as if it 
is their right to utilise the forest areas which are render-

ing tangible and intangible 

benefits. At the same time 

it is felt that restrictions 

are imposed to prevent the 

economic growth of the 
islands. No doubt the 

economy of these islands is 

growing in a faster pace 

with ecotourism being the 

major driving force.  

How I become a Butterfly 
Saleena Azeez 

Forester, Bakultala Range 

I remember I was a tiny egg….. 

I found my brothers and sisters around me as egg. …. 

I was sleeping , sleeping and sleeping…… 
Then I grow a little….. 

I heard someone calling me caterpillar . …. 

Am I caterpillar? 

 I am eating,eating and eating. ….. 

I then grow a little …. 
I heard someone calling me a  pupa…. 

Am I a pupa? 

I am changing,changing and changing…. 

I have beautiful wings and tentacles… 

I can fly and fly… 

I can see flowers and flowers… 
All children are shouting butterfly butterfly… 

I know…. I know….. 

I am a Butterfly…. 

Forest facts…….. 
 

 The total forest cover of our country (as per FSI, 2017) 

is 70,8273 sq km. which is 21.54% of total geographical 

area of the country.    

 Area wise, Madhya Pradesh has the largest forest cover 

area followed by Arunachal Pradesh  and Chhattisgarh. 

 In terms of percentage of forest cover with respect to 

total geographical area, Lakshadweep has 90.33 % for-

est cover followed by Mizoram (86.27 %) and Andaman 

& Nicobar Islands (81.73 %).  



Neelam Madhuri Minj, new star of Forest Dept.  
 

        Working as a Forest 

Guard in the Dept. of Environ-

ment & Forests and presently 
posted at Middle Andaman Di-

vision, Smt. Neelam Madhuri 

Minj continues bringing laurels 

for Forest Department of the 

Island. Recently, she participat-
ed at 29th National Kayaking & 

Canoe Sprint Championship 

held at Soniya Vihar, New 

Dellhi from 21st to 24th January 

2019. Smti Neelam Madhuri 

Minj, who represented  Anda-
man & Nicobar Islands in the 

championship bagged the Silver 

Medal in 200 meter K4 women 

category. 

Born in a middle class family of Chotanagpuri 

origin, Smti Neelam Madhuri Minj grew up at Danapur 
village of Mayabunder in North & Middle Andaman Dis-

trict. She went for her initial schooling at Mayabunder 

and thereafter completed school finals at Govt. Girls 

Senior Secondary School, Port Blair. During this period, 

on 28th April 2007, she joined Sport Authority of India. 
She developed her 

Kayaking & Canoe-

ing skills under her 

coaches, S/Shri An-

drew and Yesuda-

san. She has  par-
ticipated in all the 

Kayaking & Ca-

noening champion-

ships from 2007 to 

2014 under the um-
brella of Sports Au-

thority of India and won a total of 12 medals. Thereaf-

ter, she left Sports Authority of India and continued 

practice individually and achieved 5 medals in National 

Kayaking & Canoeing Championship. She also secured 

3 medals in the 25th National Games held at Kerala in 
the year 2015. 

Smti Neelam Madhuri Minj, joined Department of 

Environment & Forests on 12th June 2016 as a Forest 

Guard. After joining the Department she has secured 

one medal each at National Kayaking & Canoeing 
Championship held at Indore in 2017 and at Bhopal in 

2018. So far, she has bagged 2 gold, 07 silver and 15 

bronze medals in various championships.  

All India Forest Sports Meet- 2019 
Shri Benjamin Selva Kumar, 

Physical Training Instructor,  

FTI, Wimberlygunj 
  Sports and  

Games are essen-

tial for all round 

development of 

personality of any 

individual. Sports 
meet rejuvenates 

the forest officers 

and participants 

physically and 

mentally. It helps  

individuals to par-
ticipate together in 

various activities. It fosters discipline and sportsman-

ship among the forest officials. Sportsmanship is a style 

and an attitude and it can have a positive influence in 

and around the people. It is ethical, appropriate, polite 
and fair behaviour while partici-

pating in a game or sports. 

              The Ministry of Envi-

ronment and Forests & Climate 

Change, New Delhi is  augment-

ing sports and games among 
the Forest Officers and other 

Forest staff of the State Forest 

Departments  all over India at 

national level under the banner 

of  All India Forest Sports Meet. 
The meet finds participants 

from all the State/ UT’s  Forest 

Departments, Forestry research 

and training Institutes etc. Every year, any one of the 

participating state is shouldering the responsibility to 

host the Forest Meet. This year (2018-19) the 24th All 
India Forest Sports Meet was hosted by Chhattisgarh 

state with the venue of the meet at state capital, Raipur 

from 9th to 13th January 2019. It provided a good plat-

form for forest personnel to improve their competitive-

ness, skill, abilities and share professional experience 
with colleagues from other states, UT’s and forest insti-

tutes of the country.  

In the 24th All India Forest Sports Meet 2019, 

about 2500 sports persons participated representing al-

most all the States and UTs. Altogether 82 events were 

held  under the broad categories of athletics, swimming 
(men & women), weight lifting (men & women), power 

lifting, indore games, outdoor 

games, field events,  rifle shooting 

etc.  

The Dept. of Environment & 
Forests, Andaman and Nicobar 

Islands participated in the 24th All 

India Forest Sports Meet-2019 

with 31 sports persons. They par-

ticipated in the events like athlet-

ics, football, table tennis, bad-
minton, chess, caroms, swimming 

etc. The lone medal for the De-

partment was secured by Miss 

Chandu Devi, Forest Guard of 

Baratang Forest Division who 
bagged a bronze medal in swim-

ming (free style).  

Orchids-the queen 
of flowers  

Orchids are one of 

the largest and most 

diverse groups of 

flowering plants in 
the world. They fasci-

nate people more 

than any other plants 

do. There are about 

150 species of wild 
orchids reported from 

these islands in 

which 23 species are 

endemics. 



 

Birds and their importance… 
Shri.  Ram Vikas 

Forest Guard 
South Andaman Forest Division. 

 

“Singers of the priceless melody, 
from the little top of the tree, 

where all spell of sweetness lies, 

gathered in one small nest 

from the wide earth and skies.” 
 

       Yes my dear readers, you guessed it right... these 
wonderful creatures 

are called BIRDS. They 

wake up before the 

sun rises and fill our 

surroundings with its 

melodious and mes-
merizing voice and I 

believe the birds are 

the beautiful creation 

of God on earth. 

             Birds, also 
known as Aves - a 

group of endothermic vertebrates characterized by 

feathers, toothless beaked jaws, the layer of hard-

shelled eggs, have a high metabolic rate, a four cham-

bered heart, and a strong yet lightweight skeleton. Birds 

are of different sizes could be as small as Bee Humming 
bird (2 – 2.4 inches) to as large as Ostrich (9.2 feet ap-

pox.).On the basis of their eating habits, these birds can 

be broadly classified into herbivores and carnivores. 

One can easily differentiate them by observing the make 

of their beaks 
and claws. For 

e.g. the carni-

vores such as 

eagles and 

hawks have 

strong curved 
claws called tal-

ons and have 

hooked-tipped 

beaks which 

help them to 
catch their prey.  

There is a very interesting fact about birds that the 

male birds are more attractive and beautiful than the 

female birds. Male birds use this peculiar feature to at-

tract female birds. For e.g. the Cattle Egrets which are 

usually white in colour and mostly found with the herd 
of buffaloes turn its colour to brown during breeding 

season to attract female Egrets. 
Birds habitat and adaptation 

 Birds inhabit the environment that surrounds 

them. Bird migration is one such example to prove it. 

Birds migrate from places like North Pole and cover 
thousands of miles to reach different parts of the world 

to survive the extreme climatic condition and in search 

of food and get easily adapted to the new surroundings. 

For e.g. the Bar-tailed Godwit migrate from Siberia to 

Andaman and Nicobar Islands during winter and return 
back to Siberia when the winter season gets over. 
 

             Birds mostly live and make their nest near for-
est, grasslands, plains, lakes and valleys. The dried /

dead tree standing in the forest area should be protect-

ed as these birds do roosting and nesting in them.  

       They use grass, 

hay, threads and twigs to build 

their nest to lay eggs and incu-
bate them and to keep it safe 

from their enemies. Some birds 

build their nest on the branches 

of the trees, some make hole in 

the tree trunk and some in the 

ground.  
    For e.g. the Nicobar 

Megapode build a mount-

shaped nest in the ground. Af-

ter laying eggs the bird cover it 

with dried leaves to incubate 
them. They often check the temperature of the nest by 

putting its beak inside it, so it is also called as “The 

Thermometer Bird”. 
Importance of birds 

           Birds are the important part of the eco-

system. Birds like crow and vulchers feed on dead ani-
mals and helps to keep our environment clean. Birds 

also contribute towards seed dispersal. They eat differ-

ent fruits and nuts and disperse the seed through excre-

tion at different places as they move from one place to 

other. Thus they play a vital role to increase the forest 

land. 
Some birds are farmer’s friend they feed on the 

insects and pest that are 

commonly found in their 

crop and vegetation. 
Bird watching 

Bird watching is 
pursued by many as a 

hobby to know about 

the different birds. Bird 

watching or birding is a 

form of wildlife observa-

tion in which observa-
tion of birds is done 

with naked eye, through visual enhancement device like 

binoculars and telescope. Bird watching is done by re-

searchers and scientists to do bird census and counting 

to find the birds population. Birding is also a source of 
income and played a big role in the expansion of tourism 

in these Islands. Bird watching helped us a lot to know 

about the birds of our emerald Islands.  There are nearly 

30 varieties of endemic birds found in our Islands which 

is comparatively high as compared to other parts of the 

India. Andaman and Nicobar Islands is a hub of nearly 
350 species of birds which includes endemic, migrated 

and resident birds. 

Conservation of birds is also an important source 

of income for the people. For e.g. the Edible Nest Swiflet 

Conservation in Andaman and Nicobar Islands employed 
many local people for their conservation. Some people 

get invasive birds and often release them in the local 

surroundings which at times are danger for the endemic 

birds of that place for e.g. these invasive birds if are in-

fected by any diseases can spread to the local birds too, 

sometimes these invasive birds increase their population 
so rapidly that they chase the local birds out of their 

natural surroundings and nest which is danger to these 

local birds for e.g. Common Myna are very aggressive 

and can increase their population rapidly. 

  Its our responsibility not only to conserve the 
forest of these Islands but also to conserve the birds 

which are the integral part of our life.    
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………...so the forests are 
at big risks of deforesta-

tion and degradation. 

Forests are the complex 

living community of trees 

and other categories of 

plants which provides 
home and shelter to a big 

range of animals. The 

forest soil  inhabit a vari-

ety of invertebrates, fungi 

and bacteria playing sig-
nificant role in balancing 

the nutrients cycle in the 

soil and forest. 

World forestry day 

celebration provides a big 

opportunity to all the people to learn more about their 
contributions in maintaining the well-being of people. 

During this event people share their views and ideas by 

working together to incorporate the forests into future 

climate change strategies. According to some study re-

ports, there is an annual loss of around 13 million hec-
tares or 32 million acres of the forests (an area roughly 

the size of England) by the people. As go the forests, so 

go the plant and animal species that they embrace – 

80% of all terrestrial biodiversity. Most importantly, for-

ests play a critical role in climate change  including 

global warming. Deforestation results in 12-18 percent 
of the world's carbon emissions – almost equal to all the 

CO2 from the global transport sector. Equally crucial, 

healthy forests are one of the world's primary 'carbon 

sinks'   

    Loss of the forests enhances the loss of inhabit-
ant animal species to the forest. Deforestation imbal-

ances the balance of natural climate which lead to the 

global warming by increasing the CO2 and decreasing 

the O2 percentage all across the world. Almost 30% of 

the total land worldwide is occupied by the forests con-

taining over 60,000 tree species which are ultimately 
the great resources of the food, fuel, fodder, essential 

oils, resins, latex, gums, medicines, fiber, water and 

woods for the population of around 1.6 billion poorest 

people of the world. Each year more than 13 million 

hectares (32 million acres) of forests are lost, an area 
roughly the size of England. 

How World Forestry Day is Celebrated 

World forestry day is celebrated every year by a vari-

ety of programmes. People visit  local forests in order to 

learn more about their contributions towards the well-

being of people. During the event, tree plantation cam-
paign is encouraged among the common people through 

many activities. People are the main target of this cam-

paign to get aware about the serious imbalance of food 

production and population explosion day by day includ-

ing the contribution of forests in their lives. They get 

motivated towards the plantation in the nearby areas as 
well as stop the deforestation. 

On the occasion of World Forestry Day, let’s have…. 
 

      A heart that beats with the movements of Nature 

                                 & 

       A mind which responds to the feelings of Nature  

An Island of Hope 
Shri Vipul Pandey, IFS 

South Andaman Division 
 

          Forest policy states that 33% of geographical 

area under forest cover is an ideal scenario. However, 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands as per latest FSI report 

have 81.73% area under forest cover. So, in macro anal-

ysis it would look like islands have much more forest 

and trees than ideal scenario suggested by forest policy. 

But chances are that increasing development pres-
sure would reduce this forest cover and they would 

shrink faster than a balloon, which shrinks when its 

pricked. Is this because of traditional development ver-

sus environment model that exist or do we have any 

HOPE. Does cutting of forest and dangerous trees pro-

mote development or it tantamount to killing a golden 
goose? 

In a time when National Capital is grappling with 

worst crisis of air pollution, world’s 7 out 10 most pol-

luted cities are in India (Green Peace). In a bizarre sce-

nario when company like Pure Himalayan Air have actu-

ally come up with bottled fresh air and are selling a can 
of 10 Litres fresh air for Rs 550. Do Andamans have any 

option or is it on its way to become a New Delhi? 

Certainly some HOPE exists. In Sweden there is 

something called the Forestry Act. The Forestry Act can 

be seen as an agreement between society and the vari-
ous parties involved in forestry. It regulates how the for-

ests have to be managed in both production and envi-

ronmental terms. This act states that there is an obliga-

tion to replant forest after felling. Although there is be-

lief that to supply timber under the act, forest area 

would decrease and are at risk of extinction. But to the 
contrary opposite is actually the case. For each tree 

felled in Sweden three new ones are planted nurtured 

and are taken care, community plays a decisive role. 

Therefore, Little Sweden is a big forest country. More 

than half the total land area of the country, 57% or 23 
million hectares, is covered in forest. This is as large an 

area as the whole of the United Kingdom. And this is 

also one of the contributing factor to make Sweden top 

the global development and HDI (Human Development 

Index) rankings ever year. 

In this backdrop these islands, which are at strate-
gic location and act as a permanent floating dock for 

defense forces. Island which fall under major biodiversi-

ty hotspots of the world. An island which can propel the 

tourism potential of India to next level, needs a sustain-

able development. A development that promises its fu-
ture generation a fresh clean air and not a bottled one. 

All this requires a pragmatic approach by conservation-

ist and development agencies. This approach should be 

dynamic and not pedantic and therefore offer a HOPE 

which is a good thing and no good thing ever dies. 
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